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INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a field of characteristic zero and let A!,,,.,,(K) be the aftine 
space of all nz x n matrices with entries in K. For a fixed p, 1 d p 6 
min(m, n) let D, be the subset of all matrices of rank <p. D, is called a 
determinantal variety and is known to be irreducible, Cohen-Macaulay 
subvariety of M,,,,,,(K) [6]. I n algebraic terms D, is determined by the 
coordinate ring T = K[X,,]/I,,, where A’,, are the coordinate functions on 
M,, x ,,( K) and I,, is the ideal generated by p x p minors of the rn x n matrix 
A’= (A’,,). For many years it was an open problem to find explicitly a 
minimal free resolution of T over R = K[X,,]. First partial results in this 
direction were obtained in [ 141 for maximal order minors and in [S] for 
the case 111 = n = p + 1. In [S] Lascoux gave an explicit description of all 
components of a minimal resolution for arbitrary m, n, p. To recall his 
result it would be convenient to think about X as a matrix associated with 
a map cp: G-F*, where F, G are free R-modules of ranks HZ, n, respec- 
tively. Thus the ring R becomes the symmetric algebra S. (F@ G). Lascoux 
expressed syzygies of D, in terms of Schur functors L, F@ L,G (we send 
the reader to Chapter 0 for notation and definitions of all notions used in 
the Introduction). The pairs of partitions (A, ,u) such that L,F@ L,G 
appears in the syzygies of D, are the following (we identify here the par- 
tition with its diagram), 
where ~1, p are arbitrary partitions with g1 <m -k - p + l,ff, 6 n-k - 
p + 1. The module L,FO L,,G indexed by the pair (i, p) described above 
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belongs to the (k2 + Ial + I/?l)th syzygy. Hence the length of a minimal free 
resolution of D, is (m - p + 1 )(n - p + 1). 
Although Lascoux described explicitly maps between the consecutive 
syzygies he was unable to prove that this leads to a complex. Proofs of his 
Lemmas 3.7.1 and 3.7.2 in [S] are incomplete. We illustrate essential dif- 
ficulties on the example of 1 x 1 minors. In this case the Lascoux’s con- 
struction gives the rth syzygy as C,,, = r LIF@ LxG. Lascoux describes the 
differential as being composed from the maps LA F@ LxG -+ L,FQ L,G for 
p c 1, J,u = I1(- 1. Each of those maps is specified up to scalar and he does 
not say how to adjust them in order to get a complex. Even in the case 
p = 1, when the rth syzygy equals A’(F@ G) the isomorphism A’(F@ G) = 
Cll, = I L,F@ LxG is quite complicated and it is difficult to compute these 
scalars. Roberts in his preprint [ 123 gave more down-to-earth construction 
of a complex but he was unable to prove that it is a resolution of D, except 
in some special cases. 
The purpose of this paper is to overcome these difficulties by presenting 
still another approach. That allows us to get a complex and to prove easily 
that it is a minimal free resolution of D,. Here are some essential features 
of our method. The basic idea can be explained in case m = n = p + 1. The 
minimal free resolution of length 4 was first constructed by Gulliksen and 
Negard in [5]. We express components of the complex in three rows 
depending on the parameter k in the Lascoux’s presentation: 
w,: L p+~,pdQLp+i.~J 
I 
WI: L,,,.,FQL,,.,,~G - L p+,FQLp.,G 
L,,,FQL,,& 
- L,F@ L,G 
I 
w,: R 
Notice that L,F= Ap F is the pth exterior power and L,, I,p+ IF equals R 
(see Chap. 0). 
We do not specify maps which are irrelevant at this moment. The 
Gulliksen-Negard resolution is a total complex associated with the double 
complex described above. Our crucial observation is that one can describe 
the only nontrivial row W, in a very compact manner in terms of maps 
cp: G -+ F* and ‘p*: F + G*. cp and ‘p* are viewed as complexes nontrivial in 
degrees - 1,0 and we can consider their tensor product 
G@F+ 
F*@F 
GQG* 
-+ F*@G*. 
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The first and third components of cp@ ‘p* are isomorphic to the 
corresponding components of W, . Indeed ApF= F*, ApG = G* because 
rankF=rankG=p+l. We also know that L,+,,,F@L,+,~,G=F@G. 
To compute the second components of both complexes we observe that by 
duality and Littlewood-Richardson rule (see Chap. 0) we get 
F*OF=ApFOF=Ap+‘F+L,,F 
and similarly 
G*@G=A”G@G=A”+‘G+L,,,G. 
Since L,+,F=L,,, G = R we see that both components differ by a 
direct summand isomorphic to R. Another simple construction allows us to 
get rid of this summand. Let R[ - 1 ] denotes a complex having R in degree 
1 and zeros elsewhere. We have two maps of complexes 
ev:cp@q*+R[-I], tr: R[-I]-cp@cp* 
called evaluation and trace, respectively. 
If (fjj is a basis of F, (,f;* ) its dual basis, and ( g, 1. is a basis of G, { g,? j 
its dual basis, then 
tr(l)=Z,f‘,*Of;-1 g,Og:. 
It is easy to check that tr does not depend on the choice of basis. The map 
ev is determined by usual evaluations F* @F + R, G @ G* -+ R. Since 
ev 3 tr = 0 we can consider Ker ev/Im tr and it turns out that this complex is 
isomorphic to W,. In this way we obtained also the maps between the 
components: we know that W, is a complex. Therefore one of the main 
obstacles in the Lascoux’s approach was overcome in this case. 
For the first time this idea appeared in [a]. It was shown that all the 
modules from the Lascoux’s construction with k = 1 can be obtained as the 
components of the homology complex concentrated in the right upper cor- 
ner of the following double complex of complexes 
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Here /i ‘q is a complex 
O+S,G+ . . . +S;GQ/i’-‘I;*&-. +GQA’-‘F*+A’p, 
where the differential 8 is determined by the commutativity of the diagram 
SiGQA*-‘I” d Si~IGQA’pi+‘F* 
A@1 
I T lc3m 
S,p,GQGQA’-‘F* ‘@‘@‘+ Si_,GQF*QA’-‘F* 
and A, m denote the diagonal and multiplication in Hopf algebras 
S.(G), A( F*), respectively. 
The maps tr, ev are certain maps of complexes derived in a simple way 
from original maps R[-l]+cpQq* and qQq*+R[-11. For m=n= 
p + 1 the double complex reduces to 
RC-11 (I qQcp* 
I I 
ev 
0 - R[-l] 
i.e., the Gulliksen-Negard case. 
In this paper we push further the idea from [2] and show that the 
homology complex which we call W, concentrated in the right upper cor- 
ner of the following double complex of complexes Yipk., 
. . . - L,,~p~k+l,x,l(POL,,~p~k+l)),l(p* 
has as its components precisely the modules appearing in the Lascoux’s 
resolution with given k. 
The complexes L,,,cp appearing in the definition of P. are called the 
Schur complexes corresponding to the skew partition A/p. For details see 
Chapter 0 and [lo, 11. 
A construction of the basic double complexes Ppk. is carried out in 
Chapter 1. The basic tool we use in this chapter is standard basis techni- 
que. It proves useful even though we work all the time in characteristic 
zero. 
In Chapter 2 we compute the homology of rows and columns of Y!. 
using the Bott theorem on the cohomology of line bundles over the flag 
manifold. The rows and columns are acyclic so that the only homology of 
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the total complex is concentrated in bidegree (0,O) and that is what we 
called M)k. We put W, = R, i.e., a complex with R in degree 0 and zeros 
elsewhere. 
We also express in Chapter 2 the components of W, in terms of Schur 
functors. 
In Chapter 3 we construct the maps of complexes dk: W, + W, _ 1 ; 
d, : W, -+ W, is determined by the map APFQ APG -+ R whose image is the 
ideal generated by p-order minors of q. For k > 1, dk is defined as a com- 
position 
is indeed an acyclic minimal resolution of the determinantal variety D,. 
The basic tool there is the “acyclity lemma” of Peskine and Szpiro [ 111. 
Proprieties of the complexes Y!. are extremely useful in the proof. 
Chapter 5 is devoted to some comments and examples concerning 
generaiisations of the technique used in the paper. 
One final remark is perhaps in order. A simple consequence of the con- 
struction of W. is that all the relations needed to show that W. is a com- 
plex follow from two types of relations: 
(1) Koszul type relations between the entries of cp (this refers to the 
differentials in each W,). 
(2) Laplace expansion relations for p-order minors of cp (this refers 
to the differentials d,-it expresses the fact that they commute with the 
inner differentials of Wk’s). 
The relations (2) are obtained either as 
(a) a difference between Laplace expansion of a p + l-order minor of 
cp along a column, and the Laplace expansion of the same p + l-order 
minor along a row, 
(b) Laplace expansion of a determinant of a matrix obtained from 
the p+ l-order submatrix of cp by replacing one column (row) by another 
and expanding along the replaced column (row). 
Finally we would like to thank Tadeusz Jozeliak for pointing out several 
defects in the preliminary version of the paper, and for his help in 
preparation of this version. 
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0. PRELIMINARIES 
0.1. Partitions, Young Diagrams, and Young Tableaux 
A partition ,I of a number n(l+ n) is the sequence 1= (Al,..., I.,) of 
natural numbers 1,>;1,> ... >A,>0 such that II, + ... +l,=n. Weiden- 
tify the partitions (Izr,..., 1,) and (AL,..., A,, 0). To each partition there 
corresponds its Young diagram 
We draw D, as a shape having ,Ii boxes in the ith column. 
EXAMPLE. ;1= (221) 
D = 
x EB 
We denote by xi the length of the ith row of D,. We call I= (‘x, ,..., x3”,, the 
conjugate or dual partition of ,I. Let 1 and p be two partitions. Then 1 c p if 
and only if D, c D,. When ilcp then we define the skew diagram 
Dpl;. = D, - D,. 
EXAMPLE. 1= 221,~=432 
We treat D,‘s and D,,,‘s as elements of the set 2” x “/-, where - denotes 
the equivalence relation generated by translations A -A + t (t E N x N). 
Thus in the previous example for A’ = 11, p’ = 321 we have DNc’,j,8 = Dpij.. 
We write ,u/,? to denote the skew partition with the diagram Dp,l. 
The partition I= (I, ,..., 2,) is rectangular if and only if 
J,=&= ... = I, = t for some t. We denote such partition by (t),. 
The word w  = We,..., w, of natural numbers is called a word of 
Yamanouchi when for each k the word wr,..., wk contains no more 2’s than 
l’s, no more 3’s than 2’s, and so on. For the combinatorial properties of 
partitions see [9, 131. 
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0.2. Schur Functors and Specht Modules 
Let ‘F be a free R-module where Rz 6J is a commutative ring, let 
i = (A,, A2 ,..., ) be a partition of n. We define the Schur functor 
L,, : Fw e(i) F@“. 
Here e(n) is the Young idempotent in the group ring Q[Z,,] of the per- 
mutation group 1, on n symbols corresponding to the partition 3.. 
Although in our situation all Z-forms of this Schur functor are isomorphic 
we shall use in various situations two different Z-forms K, and L,.. 
We write A’F, S.F for the exterior and the symmetric algebra generated 
by F, respectively. Let m,,, and m, denote the multiplication in these 
algebras. Recall that in addition to the algebra structure A’F and S.F are 
endowed with the coaigebra structure. Let d,, and A,s be the respective 
comultiplications. We set 
Kx(F)=Im(Sx,F@SxzF..- 0~~~1, 0‘4s) FQ,, A”l(F)@,4”‘(F)@ ...) 
Q-I,, L,(F)=Im(A”l(F)@Ai2(F)@ .‘.- FQ” Qt3, S:,FOS:LFO “‘1 
(consult [l] for the details). In particular L,,,,F=A”F, L,,,,F= S,F. We 
have also KlF= L,F=e(A) FQ”. 
We recall the following well-known formulas concerning L’s 
(a) The Littlewood-Richardson rule 
L;FO L,,F=C (L, ~; I’) L,,F, 
i 
where (A, p; v) is the number of standard tableaux of shape v/p and of con- 
tent 1”’ p2 which, read by rows from right to the left, form a word of 
Yamanbuchi’Recall that the tableau T of shape v/p is the map T: DvI-,( + N. 
The tableau is standard when it is increasing in rows and strictly increasing 
in columns. Finally we say that the tableau T has a content (1 )“I, (2)O?,..., 
when ai= # [T-‘(i)]. The special case of the Littlewood-Richardson rule 
for i = (n) or i = (I,..., 1) is sometimes called the Pieri formula. 
(b) The Cauchy formulas 
S,,(FO G )= c L,F@L,G 
i t ,1 
A”(F@ G )= c L;.F@L;G. 
,.-Ii 
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(c) Duality. 
Let A be a partition and 2, <m (m = dim F), and let CL be a partition 
(m),,/A. Then L,F= L,F* @(,4”F)@“‘. 
The modules L,F form a set of all irreducible polynomial representations 
of GL(F) over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. For 3, ~-n 
L, F is homogeneous of degree n, i.e., the matrix tl acts on L, F by PI. We 
have an equivalence between the category of C,-modules and the category 
of homogeneous polynomial GL(F)-modules of degree m (m = dim F). It is 
given by two covariant functors 4, I++ inverse to each other 
{‘&-modules > 2 {Polynomial GL( F)-modules of degree m > 
4 is simply HomZ,(FBm, ) with the action of C, on FQ” via per- 
mutations. To define $ consider the diagonal matrices T,,, embedded in 
GL(F). Then given a GL(F)-module A we set 
ICI(A) = {a E A I (ll,..., t,)a=t,...t,a for (tl,..., t,)ET,,,}; 
$(A) is C,-module with the action induced by the embedding of Z,,, into 
GL(F) via the permutation matrices. Let us call sA = $(Ln) the Specht 
module associated to A. The Specht modules form a set of representatives 
of all irreducible representations of C,. 
Now we can define the skew Schur functors L,,,F, where p + n, il I- m, 
pcl, as 
We have the decomposition 
L,,,F= c (P, v; A) LF, 
where (CL, v; A) are the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. Thus we see that 
for p= a, L,,,F= LAF. 
We will use freely the notions concerning the standard basis of LAir’s. 
The adequate information can be found in [ 11. 
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0.3. Schur Complexes 
We shall freely use the theory of Schur complexes developed in [ 1, lo]. 
For a complex [F we can define the action of C, on tF@” by the formula 
a(x,@x,@ ... OX,)=(-l)r~~Yg~l(,)O.Y~~I(?,O ..’ ox,- ‘(n), 
where 
r = c (deg x,)(deg xi). 
,<I (ii > 0, 
Thus we can define the complexes 
L,LF = HomZ,,(s,. IF@“). 
We call L,lF the Schur complex of [F corresponding to the partition k 
Schur complexes have the following properties: 
(a) The LittlewoodPRichardson rule 
(b ) Duality 
(L,[F)* = Lj.[F*. 
(c) Shift property: Let iF[k] be a complex [F shifted by k, i.e., 
([F[k]),= IFk+,. Then 
L;.(~ClI)=L;u-HI for 2k-n. 
(d) Young duality. Let [F be a complex of homogeneous polynomial 
CL(F)-modules of degree m (F is a vector space of dimension nz). Let us 
consider the complex [F’ = d($( lF)@s,), where s, denotes the l-dimen- 
sional Specht module with the signature action. Then for i c m,, L,F 
appears in the cohomology of [F if and only if L;F appears in the 
cohomology of IF’. 
(e) Standard basis decomposition. Let (F equals 
O+F,+F,+,+ . . . + F, -+ F, -+ 0. 
Then 
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and the piece corresponding to p,,, pi,..., /A~ has the degree 
IPllPOI +2lP*/P,I +3lPdP*l+ ‘.. +nlP”IPL,-1I. 
Here and in the sequel Ip/lnl denotes the weight, i.e., the cardinality of DrlA. 
The most complete references to the material of Section 0 are [l, lo]. 
1. THE BASIC DOUBLE COMPLEX 
Let R be a commutative ring, cp: G + F* a map of free R-modules G and 
P, dimG=n, dimF=m. Let (p*:F+G* be the dual map. We treat cp 
and (p* as complexes nontrivial in degrees - 1 and 0. We also denote by R 
the complex trivial in nonzero degrees and with zeroth component 
isomorphic to R. With these conventions in mind we have the following 
isomorphisms: 
Hom(cp, cp)=Hom(R[-11, c~*Qq)=Hom(cpQcp*, N-11), 
where Horn stands for the set of maps in a category of R-complexes. The 
identity map id: cp -+ cp induces thus two maps 
ev:cp@cp*+R[-1] 
tr:R[-l]-+cp*@cp 
called the evaluation and trace map. One can easily see that ev is the 
following map: 
GQF- 
F*@F 
COG* 
- F*QG* 
I I 
ev,r+ WC 
I 
o- R- 0 
where evF and evG are the usual evaluation maps for F and G. Sometimes 
we write (x, y) instead of ev(x@ JJ). Similarly the map tr is defined by 
dual diagram, so tr( 1) = Ci fi of,? - xi g,+ @ g,, where (x.1 and {g,} are 
basis of F and G, respectively. In the sequel the notation x E cp means that x 
is homogeneous, i.e., x E F* or x E G. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let tr( 1) = Ck U: 0 uk. Then for any x E cp 
x=x (x, uk*) Uk. 
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Proof is a direct computation using cases x E F* and x E G. 
The Complexes X”.b 
Our goal in this section is to construct the double complex of complexes 
6pk, whose homology in the place (0,O) will give the kth row of the 
resolution of p x p minors. It turns out that the right term in the place s, t 
is 
This decomposition is not convenient-in this language it is very hard to 
express the differentials and prove that they commute. Our method consists 
of defining a suitable filtered object such that the associated graded object 
is the above sum. 
First of all we consider the tableaux of rectangular shapes on both sides 
filled not only with the elements of cp and cp*, but with two additional sets 
of symbols 0 , ,..., cI,s and n , ,..., n ,. They will “cut out” for us from the 
rectangles the partitions 2 and p. Formally we do it by considering 
additional module H spanned by 0, ,..., 0 ,~, A, ,..., CJ, and considering 
inside of L cm-p-k+l)k(G~F*OH)OL~,~p-k+,)t(~~G*+H), the 
elements of content (1, l,..., 1) on both sides with respect to 0 ,,..., 0 ,, 
n ] ,..., n ,. The standard basis theorem ( [ 11) tells us that we get the follow- 
ing decomposition 
c 
D 0’ 
E E’ 
E’ 
hY cp+ E 
where we sum over all standard diagrams D and E on { l,..., s j and D’, E 
on { l,..., t}. To get Yf,, we have to add more relations. C, x C, acts on our 
module by permuting O’s and n’s on both sides. We require that acting on 
both sides with the same pair of permutations does not change the tableau. 
This corresponds to the Cauchy operation defined below. Thus we have 
three operations to perform: usual construction of Schur functors from ten- 
sor product by Young idempotents, introducing the additional symbols 
0 i, n j which also corresponds to inducing a C, _ ,~ f x Cb _ s _ ,-module to 
C, x I,-module (O’s and n’s correspond to s + t additional symbols) and 
adding new relations-so-called Cauchy operation. We perform below 
these operations in different order. First we introduce U’s and n’s (com- 
plexes s$!), ten we perform Cauchy operation (complexes X$‘) and at 
the end we apply the appropriate Young idempotents (complexes 9$,,). At 
the end we can view Zz., as the set of double-rectangular tableaux on sym- 
bols 9, 0 , ,..., 0 (, n , ,..., n , on the left and ‘p*, 0 , ,..., 0 ,s, n 1 ,..., a I on 
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the right, where O’s and A’s exist exactly once on each side subject to the 
usual standard relations and relations coming from Cauchy operation. In 
this setup it is easy to describe the differentials 6 and 3 and one can com- 
pute that they commute thus getting the required double complex. Now we 
can finally start our work. 
Let 1, denote the symmetric group on IZ symbols. We consider the 
natural action of C,, on {l,..., a}. This makes C,- i a subgroup of C, of all 
elements fixing n - i + l,..., n. For any C, _ i-module M we denote by 
Mf C,, the induced module. We have the Frobenius reciprocity theorem 
saying that for any C, ~ ,-module M and x,-module N 
where res N denotes N viewed as C, _ ,-module via the above embedding. 
However Horn=“-,( M, res N) is a &module because xi acts on symbols 
n - i + l,..., n and this action commutes with C,- ;. Thus 
HomXn(M r C,,, N) is a C,-module. Taking N = Mf C,, we see )hat xi acts 
as a group of C,-automorphisms of Mf 1,. We know that additively 
MfC,= @oEz~,z.n~,aM= @,.D,+.(~l,...,~i)M. One checks easily that 
the action of Ci permutes the symbols oi,..., (TV. We call this action a 
Frobenius reciprocity action (FR action). Let now M = sj,. We claim that 
where the x,-action comes from the first component and the FR action 
from the second one. Indeed, writing Sj, TX, as CPcn s,@A(& p), we see 
that A(& p) = Homzn(s,, s1 7 C,) which is the definition of s,,, according 
to [lo]. 
Let A4 be a Cj x C,-module. We define the Cauchy functor 
Ci : Zi x Zj-modules + Q-modules 
setting C,(M) = M/( (a, a) m - m; 0 E Ci, m E M}. 
This functor has the following values on the products of Specht modules. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let II and p be two partitions of i. Then 
C,(s, @ sp) = 0 for IIZj.4 
=Q for i=p. 
Proof. Recall first the correspondences 4 and II/ from Section 0.2(c). Ci 
is just tensoring over Xix Ci with O[C, x Zi]/{ (a, a) - id}. This module 
via the correspondance 4 applied to both Ci goes to S,(FOG) 
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dim F = dim G = i. Applying Cauchy’s formula 0.2(b) and going back by $ 
we get Q[C,X~~]/{(~,~)-~~}=~~,~~S~~S~.. Thus it suffices to show 
But Horn&s,, s;.‘) = s;, @o S;’ as Ci-modules. Horn&,, sj.,) is taking 
invariants inside of Hom,(s,, sl,), and tensoring over C, is dividing by 
augmentation ideal of s7, Oo s;.,. Both operations thus give the same result, 
because Q[cC,] is semisimple, so we get our claim. 
Let us fix two integers a, b. For each S, t we consider ZLl ~ ., ~ f x Z‘, us- (- 
complex (p@uP.rPr@~*Ob-‘Pr (in the sequel we write vu-“. *@v*‘~” ’ 
for short). We recall that C,, acts on 40~” in the following way: having 
chosen X, ,..., x,, E q, 
where r = C, < ,.gl > o, (deg x,)(deg .xj). It is easy to check that (r defined in 
this way is a map of complexes and that this defines the left action of C, 
on cp”. 
We define 
where we treat .Zr, ~, _ , x Z, ~ ,, ~ I as a subgroup of X, x Lb as above. Now 
5:: is a C,,+rxZ,+,- module by FR action. We can treat 2:;: as 
C, x C,x C, x,X,-module by embedding twice Z, x C, into E,,, (C, 
operates on (l,..., s), C, on (s + I,..., s+ t}). Now we apply both Cauchy 
functors and define 
we note that -X$ is C, x C,-module-the structure comes from the module 
structure on the induced module. 
Before going further we introduce the other notation which is more con- 
venient for computations. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. 
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Remark 1.4. We think of the summand (pa-r-r@(p*b-s-r(;)(~) as of 
the product of a - s - t copies of cp, s symbols 0 I ,..., 0 s (in places c1r ,..., a,) 
and t symbols LI 1 ,..., LI I (in places cl ,..., i,) on one side, and b - s - t 
copies of cp*, s symbols 0 1 ,..., 0, (in places PI ,..., p,), t symbols n r ,..., a I 
in places Y]~,..., qt on the other side. We divide by the action of C, x C, on 
the indices of Cl’s and a’s simultaneously on both sides, so we can assume 
a,<a,< *a* <a,, (l<iz< . . . < {,. Formaly it can be done by introduc- 
ing two free modules H and B considering cp’: G + F* 0 H, 
*‘: F+ G* @ & and choosing inside of q’” 0 q~‘*~ the set of all elements 
Eaving content (l,..., 1) with respect to some basis in H and R on both 
sides. 
EXAMPLE. a=4,b=5,s=2, t=l. 
is just 
Proof of Proposition 1.3. By the definition of induced module 
Now, CJ,ZUPSP, is the set of ordered s + t-uples of elements of {l,..., a} 
and L’,/ZbPS_, is the set of ordered s + t-uples of elements of {l,..., b}. 
Thus, denoting these s + t-uples by c1 ,..., c,, , and d, ,..., d,, f, respectively, 
we see that FR action of C, + , permutes the indices of c’s and d’s. Applying 
Cauchy functors for C, and C, means that we divide by the action of C, on 
cI ,..., c, and d, ,..., d,, and by the action of C, on c,, 1 ,..., c, + , and on 
d ds,,. s + 1 ,.*., This proves the proposition C, x C, acts on ,X;;,! by per- 
muting first a and last b places with the usual convention x 0 yt-+ 
( - l)(degx)(degy) y @ x. The symbols 0 i and LI j behave like elements of 
degree 0. 
The Maps a,,, a, 
We want to define two maps a,: XXs,r+XXs-II,,, a,: Xs.t+Xs,,+I, 
where we write X.. instead of Xnlb for short. a,, is defined on the com- 
ponents of &,, as follows 
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where A over the index means it is omitted. The map above is 
(1) multiplying by the trace R[ - 1 ] + cp 0 ‘p* on the left 
(2) exchanging the position of the new cp and (p*, putting them on 
the places aj and /I,, respectively. Here we must take into account the sign 
coming from the exchanging rule. 
8,: can be defined in a similar way using evaluation instead of trace. The 
short, but equivalent, definition is 8, = a,*. 
LEMMA 1.5. (a) 8; = az=O. 
(b) a,, and a, are the maps of .ZO x .Z,-modules. 
ProoJ: We shall work with ah. 
(a) We must show that first putting the trace in the places (a;, pi) 
and then in the places (a,, PI) leads to the same result as putting the trace 
first in the places (a,, p,) and then in the places (ai, B,) except that the sign 
is reversed. Let us fix two summands in the trace element tr( 1): x 0 x* and 
y @ y* say. Assume that 
(1) We put x@ X* in the places (ai, pi) and then y@ y* in the 
places (a,, Pj). 
(2) We put y@ y* in the places (a,, pi) and then x0x* in the 
place (a,, B,). 
The permutations we get in both cases in order to compute the sign differ 
by x@x*@ yQ y*++ y@ y*Qx@x*. But deg x + deg x* = deg y + 
deg y* = 1, so the needed difference in signs is - 1 and the assertion is 
proved. 
(b) Let us fix go C,. We have to verify the commutativity of the 
following diagram 
Consider the typical element @ iQ (a,TJ cp;O @,! 6 ,8.VJ qf in the left upper 
corner of the diagram, where cpie rp and qf E cp*. We must calculate two 
operations: 
(1) First we perform 0 and then we put the trace in the place 
(aaj, afiji). 
(2) First we put the trace in the place (a;, /3,) and then we perform a. 
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Let us observe that the positions of cp;s and cpf’s after performing both 
operations are the same. Let x0x * be the summand in tr(1). After perfor- 
ming (1) and (2), x and x* also occupy the same places. Thus it remains to 
compute the signs in both cases. It is obviously enough to calculate the 
contribution coming from exchanging x’s and cp’s. These are equal. Indeed, 
in the case (1) we get 
and in the case (2) 
(degx)(gdeg,r),idegx)( g deg ‘Pi ) . 
We see instantly that Z, + C, + C, = 0 (mod 2), so the signs are the same. 
We do the same calculation for x* to finish the proof. 
In this way we obtained a triangular diagram 
I I 
ah - =%+ 1,r - x,* - 
1 1 
a, 
- =K+ 1,r+ I - %,t+ 1 - 
.‘. x.. 
I I 
with horizontal differential ah and vertical-d,. In the diagram rows and 
columns are complexes. Z, x C, acts on 3”. in a natural way. 
WARNING. In general, ahoa,#a,oa,. Our goal is to show that for 
some partitions 1, p of a, b, respectively, e(1) Z(p) q. is a double complex. 
Here e(J) (resp. F(p)) denotes the Young idempotent in O[Z,] (resp. 
DEFINITION 1.6. 
Now let us consider the following specialisation: Let m = dim F, 
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n = dim G. Fix the natural numbers p, k and denote AF= (m - p - k + 1 )k, 
A,=(n-p-k+ l)k, a=k(m-p-k+ l), b=(n-p-k+ l)*k. Define 
Remark 1.7. dp!. is exactly the diagram U: constructed in [2, Sect. 31. 
THEOREM 1.8. 2:. is a double complex. 
Before proving the theorem we want to decompose P’:,, into the Schur 
complexes on q and (p*. We start with the %“*b 
where (q’, q”; q) stands for the coefficients of Littlewood-Richardson. Now 
we have to restrict the FR action to .Z:, x Z, and apply the Cauchy functor. 
We have 
so we get 
Summing this up we get 
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PRoP~SIT10~ 1.9. 
or pictorially 
k k 
Remark 1.10. One can give the standard basis for JZ’E,. It consists of 
the following tableaux: 
where D,, is the extremal standard tableau on (l,..., S} (this means all 
elements in the kth column are smaller than all elements in the k + lth 
one), D, is the extremal standard tableau on {l,..., t>, T is the standard 
tableau on cp. T is the standard tableau on ‘p*. We recall that, as in [ 1 ] 
standard tableau on rp means that T is filled with basis elements {ST} of 
F*, and basis elements {g,} of G in such a way that the following con- 
ditions are satisfied: 
(1) in each column and row elements of F* preceed elements of G, 
(2) elements of F* are increasing in rows and strictly increasing in 
columns, 
(3) elements of G are strictly increasing in rows and increasing in 
columns. 
We can write the other standard basis by requiring instead of (1) that 
(l*) in each row and column elements of G preceed elements of F* 
and leaving (2) and (3) unchanged. 
The proof of this statement is also standard except that we must use 
Lemma 1.2, so we omit it. The same is true for complexes qA,,(cp) and 
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$!%A+ (cp) defined in Definition 1.6. The standard basis of +$,(cp) consists of 
the tableaux 
where T and T’ are as above, and D, is an extremal tableau on { l,..., t). 
This result for %‘j.,iL and &?j.,L, will be used in Chapter 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.8. By Remark 1.10 we know that PS,, can be treated 
as the space of double tableaux 
We treat here L,,rp as the factor of 
The differentials a,, and 8, come from the ones for 3J.. We see by [2] that 
they are the sums of traces and evaluations applied to each place in the 
diagram. We want to show that ahar + aGah = 0. By Remark 1.10 it suffices 
to compute the value of ahaL, + al,a,, on the tableau 
where D is the standard diagram on ( l,..., s}, D’ is the standard diagram 
on {l,..., r}, T and T are the standard diagrams on cp and cp*, respectively. 
We have 
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+ T (4 0) (4 Y) @ T (u’, 0 WY Y’) 
- 1 ( t+l u/ 1 2 ( t+l 2.4: ) 
where t,, and t’,.,. stand for the (u, u)th place in T and (u’, v’)th place in T. 
The symbol Ti(. . . (-y;v) . . .) means that we insert in Ti the symbol w  in the 
place (x, y). Now let us compute at,a,, U: 
a,ahu=a, C Es, 
(X.Y)ED I 
(‘x;ly’)@ T, (‘x;;‘). 
Now we write aJ,, U as the sum of four summands-we can evaluate the 
element of T (T’) or U. (~7) on both sides. We get a,a,,U=A,+Az+ 
A, + A,, where 
A,= c c c 
(.Y)‘)ED I (u,u) (U’JJ’) 
We see that A, is equal up to the sign to a,,av U. The difference in signs 
comes from exchanging tr( 1) = C U. @ UT with t,, 0 t’,t,s so it is - 1. Thus 
A, = -a,,a” U. It is enough to show that A, + A, + A, = 0. 
We note first that 
A,=(dimF-dimG) c +T 
(X,Y)ED 
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We have also the equalities 
Now in A, and A, we exchange t + 1 with t,, (t + i with t:,,,) when they 
stand in the same column and we apply the standard relation to the column 
containing t + 1 and the place t,,. (column containing t + 1 and the place 
containing t:,,,) in other cases. We get 
A,+A,=(n-m) c *T (r,,,)En 
The first summand cancels with A, because m -n = dim F- dim G. 
Let us look at the other four summands. The second is gotten from the 
fourth by applying the transposition (t + 1, d:.,.,) on both sides, so they 
cancel out. Let us look at the first and third summand. Their sum is equal 
to 
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The elements in both sums corresponding to the ordered pair 
((x, y)(x’, y’)) differ by the transposition of dXY and d’+ on both sides. 
This proves that they also cancel out. The proof of Theorem 1.8 is finished. 
2. EVALUATION AND TRACE COMPLEXES ASSOCIATED WITH 
THE BOTT'S THEOREM: COHOMOL~CY OF 9.. 
We start with a delinition of a family of complexes associated with the 
“usual” evaluation evE: E@ E* + R, and trace tr,: R + E@ E*. These 
complexes will be useful to compute the cohomology of 9, . . 
DEFINITION 2.1. Z&(E) = G&( E + 0), gmor.J E) = .@& E + 0). Explicitly 
X,,JE):O+ L,E@L,E* + ... + @ L,,,E@L,,,E* -+ -a-. 
IPI =k 
Remark 2.2. The following examples can be helpful to understand our 
construction. Consider three sequences 
A’E@A’E*+EQE*+R 
S,E@S,E*+E@E*+R 
A2E@S2E* + E@ E* -+ R, 
where the differentials are the compositions of the diagonalisations and 
evaluations. One verifies easily that only the last sequence, which is equal 
to X2,2(E), gives rise to a complex. 
Remark 2.3. Notice that !&JE) can be treated as the quotient of the 
complex L&E 5 E) @ L,E*. This is an important connection of our 
evaluation and trace complexes with previously developed in [l, lo] 
theory of Schur complexes. 
To construct the map 
L,(EJ E)O L,E* 2 fi&(E), 
we do it first on tensor products. Indeed, let %?U,6 be a subcomplex of 
sPb(E -+ 0) consisting of elements with s = 0. Then we have a natural map 
(E-=-+ E)“QE*b -+ i?“,b. 
Writing (E -% E) as E,, -+ E, our map consists of evaluating elements of 
degree 1 with elements of E in all possible ways (thus in degrees <b our 
map is zero). It is easy to see that it is a map of complexes. Acting by 
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Young idempotents we get the desired map X. It is not difficult to see that rc 
is epimorphism whenever L, E # 0. 
Our goal now is to get some information about the cohomology of Z’&, 
??4U,B. For a partition CI denote ril = CI~, k, = E, . Moreover for two partitions 
A., p such that the last column of A is bigger than the first column of p we 
write (A, p) for the partition I, ,..., Akl, ,U ,,..., pk,. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let ~1, b be two partitions. Then 
fm4.p) = Lqpd if the last column of e,Ja 
is bigger than the first column of o! 
=o in the opposite case. 
Proof. We have @(g= p) = Coker( L,, E 0 LB,, E* -+ L, E @ L, E*). Let 
us dualise E* to E by duality (0.2(c)). We get that p(%&) is the factor of 
LEO Ler-,,,B E by the following relations 
trace shuffling of the shadowed 
region with ei 
We have two cases: 
(1) The last column of e,J/? is bigger than the first column of ~1. Then 
using the presentation of Schur module by generators and relations we get 
that ff’(KB) = Ll,ds.z,E. 
(2) The last column of e,,/b is smaller than the first column of CI. 
Then our assertion follows immediately from the following 
Claim. The composition 
/l”E@AbE ‘@‘I> A”-‘E@E@AbEa Au- ‘E@ Ab+‘E 
is an epimorphism for a < b. 
Proof. Since we consider the characteristic zero case it suffices to show 
that this composition is nonzero on all canonical tableaux Cj. with 
A = (b + r, a - r). This is an immediate verification. 
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More precise information can be obtained for k, + k,< e thanks to 
Bott’s theorem. Let us adopt the notation used in [7, p. 1211. Then we 
have 
THEOREM 2.5 (Bott). Let X be a variety defined over Q. For a vector 
bundle E of rank e over X and a fixed number r < e consider a grassmannian 
G,E parametrizing subbundles of E of rank r. Let 71: G,E + X be the 
canonical projection and let 0 + R --f E + Q + 0 be the tautological sequence 
of bundles on G,E (we write E instead of n*E). Then 
Rk~,UWQ K,Q, = K,c,,,,E if k = mb, A), 
=o if k # m(p, A). 
Here as usual, P(p, A) and m(u, A) have the following meaning: Let 
P = (PI ,***, CL,-,), 2 = (~I,..., 4) (A and p cannot have more columns 
because otherwise Kn R @ K,Q = 0). We consider the sequence w, ,..., w, = 
Pl,-9 l-Lr, b,..., A,. We want to make it a partition by performing the 
following operations: whenever wi < wi+ 1 we change the word w, ,..., w, 
into w1 ,..., wi- ,, wj+, - 1, wi+ l,..., w,. Two cases are possible: either we 
get a partition v after finite steps, and then P(p, A) = v, m(u, A) = minimal 
number of steps necessary to get v, or we run into a loop, i.e., wi+ , = wi + 1 
for some i. In the latter case Rkn,( K, R @ K, Q) = 0 for all k. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let IX, p be two partitions, q-a natural number: 
0) LLxxqp EC L,EQ L,E is the submodule consisting of all copies of 
L, E with r,, < q 
(ii) Lxq, E c L,E 0 L,E is the submodule consisting of all copies of 
L, E with k, < q. 
LEMMA 2.1. The cohomology of the complex x,[K;(E + Q)@ KBQ] 
equals R’x*(K,RQ KDQ). 
Proof Let us consider the grassmannian G,E with the tautological 
sequence 0 + R + E -+ Q + 0. We have the n,-acyclic resolution of KR, 
O+K,R+K,(E+Q). 
Notice that n*-acyclicity follows from the Bott’s theorem. This induces the 
a,-acyclic resolution of K, R @ Kp Q, 
O-+K,R6KgQ+K,(E-+Q)@K,Q. 
The assertion follows. 
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PROPOSITION 2.8. n.*[K,(E+ Q)@K,Q] = 0, K+E@ LVxyBE. 
Proof The statement follows immediately from two facts: 
(1) x*L,Q= L,E when r, 6 q 
=o otherwise-by Bott’s theorem 
(2) z,(E + Q) = Ea E-by Bott’s theorem and the definition 
of Q. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let us consider the rectangle eq. Let us write p in the lower 
left corner and CI in the upper right corner. Then (a) when p and a have the 
common point in the rectangle then L, x4aE = 0, and (b) when p and a do not 
have the common point in the rectangle, then L,,V,E@ ACE*@’ = LairE*, 
where Cc = e,la denotes the shaded part of the diagram. 
Proof: We have 
c (p, a; v]) L,E@A“E*@’ 
‘1 c L’q 
(duality) 
= c (11, a: r)(rl, 5; e,) &E* 
‘1 = eq 
= 1 h 5; Y)(Y, a; e,) &E* 
1’ 
The fast expression equals 
(definition of the skew Schur 
functor) 
(associativity of Littlewood- 
Richardson) 
c (K 5; a) L;E* = L,,,E, 
where Cc denotes ey/a. This proves the lemma. 
THEOREM 2.10. Assume that k, + k, de. Then 5&(E) has the unique 
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cohomology isomorphic to L PCekalB,a, E in the place m(e,Jb, a). The analogous 
dual version of this statement holds for S&(E). 
Proof Let us assume that q = k,. 
(1) Dualize E* to E by duality (0.2(c)) in .2&E. In view of 
Lemma 2.9 we get a complex 
(0-b ... -., @ L~,~E@L~~&+ . ..)QAeE*@. (1) 
114 =j 
(2) Dualize the inner complex in (1) by Young duality (0.3(d)). 
We obtain the following complex 
But this is exactly the same complex as in Proposition 2.8, i.e., (2) is simply 
qUW+Q,@&d21@~eE *@‘q. The equality of differentials in those 
complexes is a consequence of our initial Remark 2.3. Therefore the 
cohomology of (2) equals K,,8,a, E. But we assumed that tx has 6e - q 
columns. Thus in (2) we do not have the partitions with more than e 
columns and we know that by dualizing (1) we do not lose additional 
homology of our original complex. This proves the first statement of the 
theorem. The proof of the dual part is analogous. 
PROBLEM. Describe the cohomology of X.+(E) in general. 
We now continue to apply Theorem 2.10 to our original situation, i.e., to 
the double complex 2.. described in Chapter 1. Let us recall that 
cp: G + E* is a map of free R-modules of ranks m = dim F, n = dim G, 
respectively. Moreover let us choose a natural number p > 1. Let us restrict 
to the case where 1,=(m-p-k+l),,A.,=(n-p-k++),, i.e., 
First, since we want to compute the cohomology in the direction of the 
evaluations and traces, we can assume cp = 0. Consider the column gS, . . 
The map in the column is induced by the evaluation ev: cp 0 (p* + R which 
is the sum of evaluation on F and G. This makes our column a double 
complex in which the horizontal differential, say, is induced by evG, and 
the vertical one by evF. For example, take the column %$,(cp): 
A2qQA2q* +(Poq* + R. It can be presented as 
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0 - S,FQ A2F* 
1 I 
0 F F@G*@G@F*- F@F* 
A2G*QS2G- G*QG - R 
0 - S,F@F*OG 
0 I I 
&G"@F@G- FOG 
0 - A'F*@F@G* 
i I 
@S2FQS2GOA'G*OA'F. 
/I'G*@G@F- FOG* 
Let us write E = m,Jcc, i = nkz/a, ci = (m - p - k + 1 )Ja, b’ = (n - p - 
k + 1 )k/cr. We have 
where 
k k 
We want to prove that the cohomology of 2s,. is concentrated in degree 
0. Recall the following decomposition (see [ 11): 
LEMMA 2.11 
L 
LJ 
69 
cp = F L(“y’I”)G Q Ly/p F* 
P 
Since 
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therefore we can write 
Looking at the complexes %+,,. as double complexes in the way described 
above we see that the columns can be presented as follows 
i.e., from each module 
in PO,O starts a complex X,, F tensored by a factor depending only on G. 
For example, the complex %Y&~((P) can be rewritten as follows: 
/f2G*OSZG~~,,,(F)OG*OG~~~;1.2(F) 
0 
SzG@F@G*-+X,,,,(F)@G 
0 
A*G*@GQF+X,,,(F)@G* 
0 
S2F@SzG 
0 
A*G* Q A2F. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. The columns of 2’f. are acyclic. 
Proof: We first prove that the complexes XB,,,F existing in the columns 
are acyclic. We have the following restrictions on 8, y: 
yckx(m-p-k+l), j&(n-p-k+l)xk. 
Therefore k, < k, k, < (n - p + k - 1). Since 
k,+kg<n-p+l<nnm, (3) 
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the hypothesis of Theorem 2.10 is satisfied and X,,,F has the cohomology 
isomorphic to Lp,y~g,F in the place m(T, D). But the first column of y is 
<(m-p-k+ l), so the last column of 7 is >(prk- 1). On the other 
hand, the first column of fl is <k. This implies that there are no 
interchanges in Bott’s algorithm. Therefore looking at the spectral sequence 
associated with gtiiP as a double complex we see that E, looks like 
Therefore E, = E, , and this proves that our column is acyclic and has only 
one cohomology module in its beginning. Looking now at the rows of “;4,. 
and using the “dual” part of Theorem 2.10, we prove that the rows are also 
acyclic. 
COROLLARY 2.13. Homology of the total complex of q,. is concentrated 
in degree 0, and even more, it is concentrated in L&,, i.e., 
-L 
bh 
I.0 -0c . . . 0.0 
I 
6” 
. . . &,I -6. 0.1 
. . . 
I 
. . . 
THEOREM 2.14. 
H’(tot 9:: .)= c L,-, 
H’(totdl..)= Ker 6, 
/ Ker6,flI,& 
F @ L,w, G 
k 
P 
P-l 
k I3 E 
k 
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Proof: Using the calculation done in the proof of Proposition 2.12, we 
get that the needed cohomology is isomorphic to 
Applying Proposition 2.4 we get that the cokernel in question is 
isomorphic to L,&,,G and the assertion follows. 
Remark 2.15. If m = n, one can compute p(Y:.) using only 
Theorem 2.10. Theorem 2.14 shows that HO(YT. ) equals the corresponding 
part of Lascoux’s complex (see the Introduction). 
Remark 2.16. If we replace the modules F, G of ranks m, n by the 
modules F,, G1 of ranks m - p, n - p then the calculation of the 
cohomology of 2. is the same as in 2.11-2.13 if m > n. It follows from the 
inequality (3) in the proof of Proposition 2.12. 
In the case when m = n we proceed as follows. The complexes !Z&(F, ) 
can have additional cohomology when k, + kg = m - p + 1 > dim F, (cf. 
Theorem 2.10). However, in view of the proof of this theorem, this 
cohomology can consist of the modules L, F, with k, = m - p + 1. Let us 
assume that our complex Z&F, starts from the place 
a 
G1 
&I 
Y 
Fl* m-p- k+l m-P-k+1 
Hence k, = k and therefore rix Q m - p -k. This means that if L6F, @ L,,G, 
appears in the cohomology of p.., then the partition 
P 
rl= 
k-l I?33 z 
k 
satisfies k, d k + m - p - k = m - p. We conclude that the additional 
cohomology consists of the modules L,F, 0 L,G, such that ks = m - p + 1 
and k, <m - p. But the situation is symmetric with respect to F, and G, ! 
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Therefore the additional cohomology must vanish, and our result remains 
true for F1 and G,. This remark will be used in Chapter 4. 
DEFINITION 2.17. w: = @(tot P, .). 
From these complexes we shall construct Lascoux’s resolution of minors 
in the next two chapters. 
3. THE MAPS BETWEEN THE COMPLEXES W[ 
Our goal in this chapter is the construction of the maps 
Pk: W,“(cp)b Y-,(q)0 Wf(cpL 
where W,“(q) are the complexes defined in Chapter 2. We remind that 
W,“(q) is the complex Ker a,./(Ker ?,.n Im a,) in the diagram 
L,‘ )A , cp 0 L,dbi , (P* a L(,.,, cp 0 Loi ‘p* 
I 
1-a 
&I, , cp 0 Lk/lL,, cp * 
where c=m-p-k+ l,d=n-p-k+ 1, d, is the map induced by trace, 
and 8,. is the map induced by evaluation. In this chapter we shall work with 
the K-form of the Schur functors, i.e., we treat the Schur functors as the 
factors of products of symmetric powers which correspond to the rows of 
the diagram (see 0.2 for detailed discussion of these matters). 
Let us write W,“(q) = W, for short. Our plan is first to define the map 
pl,:Kera,.+ W,-,@ W, 
and then to show that Pk / Ker (ir n Im d, = 0. In order to prove it we first 
construct the map 0, 
~~:K~,(PQK~~~*~K,~-,~,+,(PQK~~~,,~+,(P*Q~~’~~~Q~“~~~* 
which will satisfy the following properties: 
(a) 
K,c~QK1y,,tp*~ K~~~,,,+,(PQK,~-,,~+,~*Q~~-~~Q~*--~* 
lJ I 
1 c3ev 
Ker a, 8’ K~k~,,,+,~OK~~~,,d+,~*OAm~p--l(p~An-p~’,* 
Im Q’cIm(&-I@ 1) 
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(b) 
Kk,(p@Kkd(p*A K _ (k ~,,+,(PQK~~-,,~+,(P* 0 Am-p~QA”-P~* 
J I 
tX@l 
Ker a, 8” K~k-~,,+,,~~OK~k-~,d+,,~~*OAm-P~OAn-P~* 
Im 9” c Im( 10 a;) 
(c) %,(Keraf:nIma~)cIm(a::-‘01)+Im(lOa~). 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that gk satisfies (a), (b), (c). Then the map 
Pk = ek 1 Ker a, goes into W,- 1 @ W, and there exists a unique factorisation 
Pk 
Ker 8: Pk wk-,@ w, 
I 
/5 
can /’ 
0’ PI 
Ker az/(Ker a: n Ima:) 
Proof Let us write K=K~k-l),+,(POK~k-l)d+,(P*, L=AmPP~Q 
An- pi*. We have the inclusion wk _, 0 W, cj K/Im 8; - ’ Q L/Im 8;. To 
show that the image of jik sits inside of wk- I 0 W, we have to prove that 
(1) Impk~Ker[(a/:-l+Ima~-l)/Ima~~l]O(L/Ima~) 
(2) Im Pk c (K/Im ai- l)@ [(Ker 8; + Im a,!J/Im a;]. 
We see immediately that (1) is a consequence of (a) and (2) follows 
from (b). 
The condition (c) says in turn that 
~~1: Kera~nIma~ -, (K/Im at-‘)@(L/Im 8;) 
is zero, and we get the desired factorisation. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The map %k is the following composition 
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where the map r] comes from the composition 
A’cp I@tr, /l’cpO(Ak-‘cp)*OAk~‘cp=A’cpOSk~l(P*OAk~l~ 
4 S,&,cp*@nm-pcp (notice that c + k - 1 = m - p), 
and similarly from the map ndp* + S, ~ i cp @ /i”- pq*. 
In the definition of q we have used the isomorphism 
(Ak-‘~)*=s,-,~ * (see 0.3) 
Now we use the following explicit form of Pieri formula. 
(3.3) The embedding Kk,(p -+ K k _ r, cp 0 /i”cp is given by the follow- 
ing formula. A typical element I, A ... A x,, where xi = xi, . ... . xik goes 
to 
where x, : x,,,,~) means that x~,~,~, is omitted, and the sign sgn CI comes from 
exchanging the x’s in the rows. 
Proof It suffices to prove the formula for modules. Let us take the free 
module F and consider our embedding. To prove that it is well defined we 
have to show that the image of standard relations in K. _ ,,cF@ A’F is 
zero. Let us take a typical standard relation Et:, (y: yi) A (yi. Z) A 
X3 A ... AX,., wherey=y,...y,+,, z=zi’ ... ‘Z&l. Its image equals 
k+l 
c c (Y: Y,  ’ Y,) A (Y, ’ (,-: --,)I 
i= I ci: { 3,-x ) * { I,...,k) 
Z<r<k.l<j<k.i#J 
A (X3: X3,,(3)) A ’ . A (X,. : X,,,(,.)) @ yJ A Z, A ’ ’ ’ A Xc,,(,) 
The first summand is the sum of standard relations in Kc,- l,,F, so it is 
zero. The second summand is also zero, because the (i, j)th piece cancels 
with the (j, i)th one. This shows the validity of the formula, because it 
clearly defines a nonzero map. 
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(3.4) The multiplication Kk,(p @ S,q -+ Kck+ 1,,‘p is given by the 
formula 
x1 A “‘X, A @yl-+x, A ... A x, A y. 
Proof Again it is enough to show the formula for a free module F. We 
have to show that the standard relations go to zero in K,, + ,,,F. This is 
completely obvious. 
Using (3.3) and (3.4) we get the explicit formula for ok, 
where xi=xil. ... .xjk, yi=yi,. ... . yjk, and the summation ranges over 
the basis vectors u. in Sk _ r cp and basis vectors u. in Sk _, ‘p*. 
Now we are in a position to state 
PROPOSITION 3.5. f!lk satisfies (a), (b), (c). 
Proof of (a). 
where A, is the sum of tableaux where we evaluate xi,Ex(ij with v., 
A, is the sum of tableaux where we evaluate yj,pCi, with u., 
A 3 is the sum of tableaux where we evaluate u. with v, , 
A, is the sum of tableaux where we evaluate x;,~(~, with yj,sCj,. 
Cl&n (al) A,=A,=O 
(a2) A,cIm(L$-l@l) 
(a3) A,=O. 
Proof of(a1). We will work with A, not being anxious about sign for a 
moment: 
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Writing uj. u’. instead of U. and using the fundamental identity 
the previous sum can be written as 
Let us change the summation by fixing i, 1, u:, v. and summing over CY. We 
see that the above sum is the sum of the following standard relations 
C’=C”. A (Xi: Xi.a(i)) A .” A (Si.l(r)‘U’.) 
tensored by certain factors. It remains to check that the signs are correct. 
We claim that the sign attached to the elements of C’ can be written as 
(sign depending on i, fi) 
sign of diagonalisation Sk + Sk , 0 S, 
applied to the row xi 
We conclude that the first sign can be put in front of the summation over 
c(, and we see that A, is zero. The same proof works for A *. 
proof of (a2). An immediate verification shows that the following 
diagram is commutative: 
The way (ev@ l)(tr@ tr) gives the contribution to A,, and the other way 
gives the contribution to a:-’ @ 1. The commutativity shows that 
A,cIm(a%-l@l). 
Proof of (a3). A, is the image of the element u E Ker af: by the following 
map: 
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Pieri , 
K~k-I,,(PQK~k-,)d(P*Q-4C~QAd~* 
I 
5 
1 
The upper square commutes because Kk,(p exists once inside of KCk _ ,,,‘p Q 
AC- ‘q Q cp in view of the Littlewood-Richardson rule. The commutativity 
of the,lower square is clear. 
Now, the composition (1 Qev) < (Pieri) participates in A,. On the other 
hand, the way (1 Q ev) [ (Pieri) is nothing but 8;. Since our initial element 
u belongs to Ker a:, we get A, = 0 as desired. 
Proof of (b). This is symmetric. Indeed, we did not really use in the 
proof of (a) the fact that we had one column on the right side. 
Proof of (c). We shall prove that B,(Im ai) c Im(a;- l Q l)+ Im 
(1 Q a:). Let us consider the element 
where xi=xil’ “’ ‘xik for ldi<c-1, x,=x,r. ..* .x~,~-~, y,= 
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Xl. ... .yj~for1dj~d-l,y,=y,,.....yd,k-l.Thiselementisthesum 
of four summands B, , B,, B,, B,, where 
B, = c (x,: ~,,a(,,) * ... A (xc: xc,acr,). w/ A u. 
La,B 
Q(y1: Yl,~(l,) A ... A o)dI Yd.S,d,).Wl A u. 
* 
.~lJ(l) * . . . A x,.- l,x(c- 1) A X,:,(c) A v. 
Q? ‘,PCll A . . . * Yd,P(d) A UT 
B,= c (-~,:x,,x(,)) A ... A (x,.1 * u3(Yl:Yl,p(l,) * ... A Yd* “. 
l.a$ 
OX l,ct(l) A . ” A x c-l,Y.(c-1) * U’/ A 0: 
@Y,.~(,) A “. A Yd-l,P(d- 11 * w: A u* 
B,= 1 (x,:x,.a(,) ,+I ... * (x,.:xc,,(cJ.w~ A u. 
l&P 
OYlI Yl.P(l, * ... A y, A u.Qx,,l(,) A ... A XC,,(,) A 0: 
OYl./?(l, A ... A Yd-I$(&1) A ti A UT 
B,= c (.x~:x~,~(~)) A ... AX,. A u. 
1.a.B 
Q(Yl: Y,,pc1,) * ... A (Yd: Yd$(d)h * 0. 
OX ‘.z(‘) A ... A x,.p,,cr(r-,) A WI A u* 
QY ‘.B(‘) A ... A Yd,B(d) A UT 
Since B, and B, are contained in Irn(8iP1 @ 1) + Im( 10 8:) it suflices to 
prove that B, = B, = 0. Look at B, and fix all data except of u. and w/. 
Now the assertion follows from the fact that we symmetrize U. and w, on 
both sides in two different ways. The same proof works for B,. 
DEFINITION 3.6. (a) d,: W, -+ R sends APFQ APG* into R via p x p 
minors and is zero on all remaining components. It is easy to verify that d, 
is a map of complexes. 
(b) dk: Wp W,-, is defined as a composition 
W,A Wk-10 Wl 
‘84 
- w,-1. 
The maps dk defined in this way are the differentials of degree p in the 
resolution of p x p minors. 
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4. RESOLUTION OF DETERMINANTAL IDEALS 
In this section we prove that the complex 
W”= tot( . . . -+ &‘A Wf-,+ ... + Wf--+R+O) 
is a minimal graded resolution resolving the ideal generated by p x p 
minors of generic cp (see the Introduction). One verifies easily that length of 
Wpis (m-p+ l)(n-p+ 1). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. WY is a complex. 
ProoJ: Since Wg are complexes by construction, it is enough to show 
that dk _ 1 0 dk: Wf, 1 + Wf- 1 is zero. The map dk _, 0 dk is of degree 2p in 
the variables. Let us consider the typical partition I such that L, FQ L,G 
occurs in Wf, 1 
X= 
k+l 
(cf. Theorem 2.14). Since our differential is determined uniquely by its zero- 
graded component and since this component is GL(F) x GL(G)-map we 
can apply the Littlewood-Richardson rule. We conclude that the differen- 
tial is nonzero only if it is possible to get a partition from Wf-, by sub- 
stracting 2p boxes from A. A moment of reflection shows that in order to 
get a partition of rank k - 1 we must substract at least 2p + 2 boxes. This 
shows that dk-, 0 dk = 0. The following picture may be helpful here. 
r-5 a 
The naturality of the differentials allows us to formulate the following. 
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LEMMA 4.2. It suffices to prove the exactness of Wy( q) for cp = id 0 0, 
where 0: F, + G,*, dim F, = m - p, dim G, =n-p, F=F,@H, 
G=G,@H, dimH=p. 
The proof which essentialy uses the “acyclicity lemma” of Peskine and 
Szpiro (see [ 111) is analogous to the one of Lemma 5.1 in [7]. 
Recall that 9’“. is in fact a triple complex with the differentials 8,,, 8, 
which do not depend on cp and with the third differential induced from 
(p@‘@‘p*@‘, we call it 8,. Let us look now at the 9’:. as the double com- 
plex associated Mlith tot(a,,, 3,) and 8,. We have two spectral sequences 
E’, E” associated with this double complex. 
For E’ we first compute the cohomology in the direction of the traces 
and evaluations, and then the cohomology in the direction of cp, i.e., the 
cohomology of L,Cp 0 L,cp*. Notice that E’, = Wl. 
For E” we first compute the cohomology in the direction of cp, and then 
the cohomology in the direction of the traces and evaluations. 
Since all the Schur complexes on id, are exact [ 1, V.1.151 we get 
E;‘(q) = E;’ (0: F, + G:). Since ah and 8,. in 9:. (0: F, + CT) are induced 
from ah and 8, in dpf;. (cp: F+ G*), we get E:(q) = Ek, (0: F, + G:). On 
the other hand, since a, = 0 and d, = 0, we have E:, (0: F, + G:) = E’, 
(0: F, + G:). But this was computed in Chapter 2 (see Remark 2.16). We 
conclude that the cohomology of W{ is isomorphic to the components of 
the complex W[ (0: F, -+ CT) and thus is described as follows. Each place 
in the complex L,,,-p-k+l,k(0)OL,,l p k+l,r(O*h 
m-p-k+1 
k 
gives us a module in W; (0: F, + CT): 
n-p-k+1 
k 
k 
63 
k-l 
k 
Let y = (m - p-k + 1 )Ja. We have two possibilities: 
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(1) y contains the first column of length m - p - k + 1 
(2) y does not contain the first column of length m-p-k + 1. 
It is easy to see that the pairs of partitions satisfying 
(1) for W; are the same as the pairs of partitions satisfying 
(2) for W[-,. 
LEMMA 4.7. The map dk: W;(q)+ W[P,(cp) is GL(F,) x GL(G,)- 
morphism. 
Proof. The only thing to check is that d, is an isomorphism 
APH@APH= R (dim H= p) thus being GL(F,) x GL(G,)-invariant, which 
is clear. 
In order to use the representation theory we want to describe the 
canonical elements for each summand of the homology in W!(O) embedded 
m L~,-p-k+,)k~OL~,-p-k+l)k~*. Let 1,2 ,..., (m-p) and l’, 2’,..., 
(n - p)’ denote the bases of F, and G,, respectively. 
LEMMA 4.8. The canonical tableau corresponding to the module (1) is 
equal to 
Proof: The only thing to check is that T describes a nonzero element in 
H”(Z..) = Ker a,/(Ker 8, n Im a,). First of all TE Ker a,. Indeed, the 
dimensions of the rectangles are such that j’ < k’ and j < k. Therefore basis 
vectors from F, , F: and G r, G: do not repeat and TE Ker a,. By the same 
reason T# Im a,, and the assertion follows. 
Recall that the map d, acts in the following way 
L, jnpp 
i. H 
1 if ik = k* for all k, 
4 .@i = j, = k’* for all k, 
11 j, 0 otherwise. 
Thus we see that to get a nonzero result after applying dk we have to throw 
out of T, by Pieri precisely (m - p)*,..., (k)* and from 
T2, (n - P)‘*,..., WI*, and then to multiply by l* ,..., (k-l)*@ l’* ,..., 
(k - l)‘*. This can give a nonzero effect only on the module satisfying (1) 
and then the image via dk is equal to 
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where 
dy,,j = (product of the length of rows in 7) 
x (product of the length of rows in (H - p-k + 1 ),/fl) 
is a nonzero scalar coming from the Pieri formula. 
But this is exactly the module corresponding to the case (2) in IV!- 
The homology of W[ is killed in Wf’. This shows that we have proved 
THEOREM 4.9. The complex (WY, d.) is the minimal graded free 
resolution qf the ideal of p x p minors of the generic matrix. 
5. COMMENTS, EXAMPLES, AND CONJECTURES 
We give here the examples of how our techniques can be applied to the 
other resolutions. 
5.1. The ideals I;. We denote by I; the ideal generated by the 
embedding L;.F@ L;.G c S.(F@ G) (recall that S.(F@G)= 
0;. L, F@ Lj,G). The ideals I, form a nice family-each GL(F) x GL(G)- 
invariant ideal in S.(F@ G) is a sum of Z,‘s (see [4] ). Thus it would be 
interesting to find the syzygies of each I,. This would give the additional 
information about analytical properties of determinantal varieties through 
the knowledge of the syzygies of the powers of Z,,‘s. It seems that our 
technique is sufficient to tackle this problem. 
Let us consider the case of the ideals I,, where A = (p, p,..., p) (r times) is 
the rectangular partition. We will need some maps from Wf’ to R in the 
generic situation, i.e., R = S,(F@ G). We remind that according to Chap- 
ter 2, Wf’ consists of the following modules: 
We construct now the maps y, (0 < j < n - p). We set 
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yj is a map of complexes of degree -2j. We can construct now the maps 
for 0 d j < n - p. These are the maps of complexes of degree 2( i - 1) - 2j. 
Now define WY’ to be the complex consisting of (‘+ j- ‘) copies of the 
rows Wr+i which we index as W,, ,(a, ,..., a,), where 1 d a, 6 . . . < a, 6 r. 
The differential is defined to act from W,, i(a, ,..., ai) to Wr+i_ ,(a, ,..., 
A a ,,..., a;) via a,+ i,rPu and to be zero on the other components. In particular 
for r = 1 we get one copy of each row W, and the connecting map 6i,0 
equals d,. We conjecture that W. pS’ is the minimal free resolution of the 
ideal ICp,...,,) in question. 
We give here one more example. Let dim F= dim G = p + 1. We describe 
a minimal resolution of I,,,- i. It turns out that it can be presented as a 
total complex of the following double complex 
R------, w,,, -!f% WI, 
(,62) 
where W,, is the unique, i.e., (0,O)th homology of the following total com- 
plex 
- cpQcpQcp*Qcp*- L2, cp 0 L2, (P* 
I 
R 
R- 
vpo’p* s,cpos2(P* 
‘PO@ - A2cpQA2cp* 
I I 
R - 9Q@ 
1 
R 
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IV, comes from 
I 
R 
and WI,, is the unique, i.e., (0. 0)th homology of 
The bracket (4) denotes the map of degree a as a map of complexes having 
IL as the coefficients. For example, (p J,,, ) is the map from R to W,, , . W,, , 
in terms of partitions is 
L .‘. -+ 
L 
P+I.P~I.P.~FQ~~+I.~~I.~.zG~ ...L 
p+ I./>+ ~.p+ L,FQL,+ 1.p.p.3G PPP 
FQL,,,G 
L p+ ~m3F@Lp+ ~.p+ I.p+ ,,,G 
(41 (0) 
and the map (,P,.,) just embeds R into L,+,,,+,,p,l-FOLp+,,p+,.p.ZGO 
L p-- ,,,FQL,-,.,G. 
We plan to describe the syzygies of I, in a subsequent paper. 
5.2. The resolutions of other modules with support in a deter- 
minantal variety. 
In [3] the authors asked about the syzygies of the cokernel of the map 
The modules of the resolution were also given by Lascoux [S]. These 
resolutions and all others describes in [8] also seem to be available by 
similar technique. In the case of coker G @ A p+ ‘F -+ ApF, the kth row Wi 
of the resolution seems to be the complex coming out of the diagram 
(n-p- 1 >k> l), 
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I 
the zero row being just A mp pq In the case p > n - 1 we do not get the 
higher rows, and for p = n - 2 we get the first row L,,- n + ,.m- n+, cp, thus 
getting the complex described in arbitrary characteristic in [ 11. We conjec- 
ture that, in general, 
tot(W:,-,-, + ... + w; 3 mg 
is the resolution of coker G 0 A P + ‘F + API;. 
5.3. Resolutions associated with symmetric and antisymmetric cp 
are symmetric (resp. antisymmetric) if the map 
Mcp)+N-11 (resp.A’q+R[-11) 
induced by evaluation is the map of complexes. The same holds for the 
traces 
R[-1]-&7 (resp. R[ - l] + S,cp). 
We are interested in describing an explicit resolution associated with the 
ideal generated by p x p minors of cp (resp. 2p-pfafftans of cp). One can con- 
struct an analogue of the complex YP;’ in this situation. For example, in 
the case of 2p-pfaftians 9;’ can be easily reconstructed from the following 
diagram (x denotes the box which should be omitted): 
lxxx xx 
xx 
. . . ___) 
3c 
- 
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We conjecture that the cohomology of 9’4’ is concentrated in degree (0.0) 
and is equal to the kth row of the resolution of the ideal generated by 
2p-pfaffians (see [7] for the detailed description of this row). Unfortunately 
the argument involving the complexes S& associated with Bott’s theorem 
does not work here and a new method is necessary. 
5.4. Although in the case of maximal and submaximal minors this 
technique led to the resolution of Z, in arbitrary characteristic, in general 
this does not take place. It can be shown that in the case of p x p-minors of 
p + 2 x p + 2-matrix this procedure gives incorrect modules of syzygies in 
positive characteristic. 
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